The structure of the lattice of pretopologies on the set S, unlike that of the lattice of topologies on S (a proper sublattice of the former), has not been closely examined. We establish that pretopologies may be identified with products of certain filters in a natural way. From this identification, we are able to determine much of the structure of this lattice.
We show that (p(S), <), the lattice of pretopologies (pretopologies in the sense of Kent [2; p. 126]) on the set S, is order isomorphic to a sublattice of filters on S s (using Bourbaki's [1; p. 61-63] approach to filters). From this, we deduce that (p(S),•<) is complete, atomic, coatomic, modular, distributive, and compactly generated; S being finite is both necessary and sufficient for the lattice to be co-compactly generated and complemented (in which case it has a unique complement). It is infinitely distributive only in the trivial case of S being finite. (The lattice terminology is that of Szasz [3] with the exception of coatomic which we use rather than dually atomic and co-compactly generated which is used for the notion dual to that of compactly generated.) 1* The isomorphism φ. A pretopology p on a set S is completely determined by a specification of the neighborhood filter η p (x) of each x in S. These neighborhoods necessarily satisfy η p {x) < x, where x is the principal filter generated by {x}. 2* The structure of (F(x), <). We shall deduce the structure of (F, <) from an examination of the structures of the lattices (F(x), <), for each x.
It follows readily from the definition of Λ and V in (F(x), <) that this lattice is complete, modular, and distributive. The remaining propositions of this section further describe its structure. PROPOSITION 
Then there exists anα^x in S\A, and S\{a} <g.
To show that S\{a} is an atom of (F(x), <) for a Φ x, let g < S\{a}. Then S\{a}czF for all Feg, and FaS\{a} for no Fe%. Thus g = S = 0. PROPOSITION 
(F(%), ^S) is coatomic. Its coatoms are precisely those % = x AVi where II Φ x is an ultrafilter.
Proof. Let g e F(x) be distinct from 1 = x. Then since % is not an ultrafilter, there must be at least two ultrafilters above %. One of these, say II, must be distinct from r χ. Then g<xΛK. To show that x A U is a coatom of (F(x), <), assume there is an g G Έ\x) with ΪΛU<|<ϊ. Since g < a?", {F\{a;}: ί 7 e g} is a base for some filter ©. Clearly # Λ © = g. Now, for each U e tl, there exists Fe g such that F c U c {a?}, since ^ Λ U < g. Thus F\{x} c ?7. Hence © > U. But II is an ultrafilter. Consequently © = U. Thus, we must conclude that a?ΛU = a?Λ© = 8, a contradiction. Proof. Let g G ^(X) be co-compact and let T = S\{a;}. Observe that g > S = Aaeτ{%, a}-Consequently for some n and a { e T(i = 1,
Thus (jΓ=i {^%4 e g. But any filter containing a finite set J? can be expressed as A for some Ag5. Thus g = A for some A c U^i {x, αj.
Conversely, let g = A where A = {a?, α x , α 2 α w }, and suppose that g> Arergr-Then we may select i^reg r such that \J rer F γ^A . Select Ίi so that a i eF ϊ .. Then g > Aί^igrr If S is finite, each g e 25#) is of the form A with A finite, so (F_(x), <) will consist only of co-compact elements and hence be cocompactly generated. Observe however, that Λ re rA r = \J ΐe rA Γ for arbitrary filters. Thus, in particular, the only elements of (F(x), <) which will be co-compactly generated are the principal filters. Consequently (F(x), <) is not co-compactly generated when S is infinite. PROPOSITION 
g e F(x) has a complement ® if and only if g = A.
In this case ® is unique and ®= (S\A) U {x}. Consequently (F(x),<) is complemented if and only if S is finite.
Proof. Let g = A.
If ® = (S\A) U {x}, then g Λ ® = S = 0 and g v ® = x = 1. Thus @ is a complement of g. Let ©' be any complement of g. Then since g Λ ©' = S, (S\A) c {α;} must be in ©'. But g V ©' = », so no proper subset of (S\A) U {^} may be in ($'. Consequently ©' = \s\A U {a;} -©.
Suppose on the other hand, that g is not principal. Let A = ΠS Then A =£ ^ since a ei. Suppose that © is a complement of g. Then for each Fe g, G e ©, we have F{jG = S, since g Λ © = S. Thus JB = (S\A) U {^} must be a subset of every G in ©. Observe that any F in g will contain A as a proper subset since g is nonprincipal.
Thus any Fe% will include points of B distinct from x. Hence for each Ge ©, F\/G will contain at least two points. But this violates the requirement that g V © = 'x. Therefore g can not have a complement.
We conclude this section with a discussion of infinite distributivity. Let g, % r e F(x) (7 e Γ) be arbitrary. Then, since filter joins are given by finite intersections, we have % A (V r er% r ) = Vrer(% A g r ). We also have g V (ArerSr) ^ ΛreΛg V g r ). However, if S is not finite, we need not have equality. A particular example can be found by letting Γ = S, % r = {T, a?}, and % = {AixeA, A cofinite}. For in this case {s}e Λrer(S V g r ) is not cofinite. Thus (F(x), <) is distributive only in the trivial case where S, and consequently F(x), is finite. (F(s) ).
3. %eF is compact (co-compact) if and only if % x is compact (co-compact) for each xeΪ3 and % x = ΪS(% Z = Ίή except for most a finite number of the x e S.
4. (F, <) is compactly generated.
5
(S ^) is co-compactly generated if and only if S is finite. 6. g has a complement © = EUs©* if and only if % x and © x are complements for each x e S.
7. (F, <) is complemented if and only if S is finite. In this case complements will be unique.
Using the isomorphism φ, these results immediately carry over to (v(S), <). 
